HD Capture for
ONELAN Signage
Players
Building and maintaining the quality of your
signage helps promote your brand, inform,
and help retain customers. ONELAN now
enables you to go further by bringing stunning
Sky HD and Blu-ray movies to your signage.
ONELAN’s Signage Platform has long supported playback of HD
content, but easily finding and utilising HD video is often expensive and
time consuming. Sky HD and Blu-ray disks provide the best possible
visual experience available today at an affordable price. This HD
content can now be captured by and displayed on ONELAN’s
Signage Players.

No compromises, just great HD
Other potential solutions for getting Sky or Blu-ray onto your signage
often comes at extreme cost or significantly reduced quality, potentially
compromising the reputation you have built for your brand. ONELAN
Signage Players equipped with HD Capture enable 1080i HD video to
be captured using HDMI or component, and displayed either as part of
a complex multi-zone layout, or just full-screen like traditional TV.
ONELAN HD Capture can accept any HD source – including those
with HDCP copy protection – and display them using the same tools
used to manage existing streamed or file-based signage content. When
displayed full screen, the captured HD video appears just like regular TV,
but when used in a complex multi-zone layout, can be combined and
surrounded with scrolling text, RSS news feeds, web pages, images
and even other videos.
As with all content on ONELAN Signage Players the use of captured HD
video can be restricted to specific times of day, and can be switched
between other signage content using the ONELAN Remote Control.

Benefits include:
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Attracting customers by showing
premium HD Sports and Movies
Displaying captured HD as part of your
existing multi-zone signage
Building your brand by improving the
quality of your signage
Accessing more HD content by capturing
HDCP protected content
Using your older HD sources by capturing
component video
On-demand access to captured HD video
by using the ONELAN Remote Control

Specifications
Inputs

HDMI (Digital) with embedded Audio - via HDMI socket
HD Component (Analogue) + Stereo Audio at Line In
levels – via breakout cable and RCA sockets

Supported
Formats

HDMI (Digital) – 1920x1080i50, 1920x1080i60,
1280x720p50, 1280x720p60
HD Component (Analogue) – 1920x1080i50,
1920x1080i60, 1280x720p50, 1280x720p60

Compatible
models

Normal Pub/Bar TV

HDMI
(with HDCP)

Signage Pub/Bar TV

- NTB6007 – NTB Millennium player

NTB 6000/7

To find out more about
HD Capture, please contact us
on: +44 (0) 1491 411 400
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